Searching Securities on EMMA®

Users of the Electronic Municipal
Market Access (EMMA®) website
can use a combination of descriptive
characteristics about a security
to search EMMA’s database of
more than 1.2 million outstanding
municipal securities. EMMA Search
helps investors and others locate a specific security on the website or find a
list of securities that share certain characteristics.

About EMMA®
The Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board
(MSRB) provides
market transparency
through its Electronic
Municipal Market Access
(EMMA®) website,
the official repository
for information on
all municipal bonds.
The MSRB protects
investors, state and
local governments and
other municipal entities,
and the public interest
by promoting a fair
and efficient municipal
securities market.
Learn more about the
mission of the MSRB at
msrb.org.

About EMMA Advanced Search

Continuing Disclosure Filter

The best way to locate a specific security
on EMMA is to use the security’s unique
identifier, or CUSIP number. Enter the
nine-digit CUSIP number in the quick
search box in the upper right-hand corner
of every page of the EMMA website to get
direct access to details on that security.

Selecting continuing disclosure filter
options will return securities for which
certain disclosure documents have been
posted to the EMMA website. More
than 700,000 disclosure documents are
available on EMMA, including official
statements, annual financial information
and event-based notices. An online video
tutorial provides instructions and tips for
using EMMA Search. Visit the EMMA
website at emma.msrb.org and click on
the Search tab to begin a new municipal
security search.

However, a CUSIP number may not
be available or an EMMA user may be
interested in any securities that meet
certain criteria. EMMA’s advanced
search helps investors, state and local
governments and others quickly and easily
locate municipal securities by a broad
variety of search criteria.

Security Information Filter
This filter allows users to enter criteria such
as state of issuance, maturity date, credit
rating and sector.

Trade History Filters

Searching with MyEMMA
MyEMMA enables EMMA website users
to tailor and save their advanced searches.
Sign up for a MyEMMA profile to create
groups of securities to tailor your searches
and more quickly find information related
to particular securities. MyEMMA also
allows users to save frequently used sets of
search criteria.

Using this filter will locate securities based
on the date, price, yield, amount and type
of transaction. More than 70 million trades
are visible on EMMA.
Subscribe to EMMA email updates from the MSRB.
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